
7D6N Unique Beijing
Price per person

from
MYR4,118

Tour Itinerary

Day 1:- ARRIVE BEIJING

Upon arrival, transfer to the hotel for check-in and free at your own leisure.

Day 2:- BEIJING

? Tianmen Square a large public square in Beijing, China, known for its historical and political
significance
? National Centre for the Performing Arts (NCPA) exterior view, a modern architectural marvel
? The Forbidden City (Palace Museum) offering a glimpse into China’s royal history
? Shichahai Connected with the waters of Zhongnanhai.
? Nanluoguxiang There are 16 neatly arranged hutongs on both east and west sides, forming a
fishbone shape. Overlooking the entire block, it resembles a centipede and is also known as
Centipede Street.

Breakfast

Day 3:- BEIJING

? Summer Palace Destroyed by the Anglo French forces in 1860. An outstandin g representation of
Chinese garden art.
? Bird's Nest (Exterior view ) Main stadium of the 2nd Summer Olympics.
? Water Cube (Exterior view ) One of the iconic buildings of the 2008 Beijing Olympics.
? Wangfujing Pedestrian Street A commercial street with a history of several hundred years,
renowned as the "Golden Street."
? Peace Fruit Store An underground commercial experiential space located beneath the No. 1
Imperial City Wall, offering immersive experiences.

Breakfast



Day 4:- BEIJING – TIANJIN – BEIJING

? Nanshi Food Street a lively food street in Tianjin
? Ancient Culture Street explore shops selling traditional crafts, antiques, and cultural artifacts
? Italian Style Street offering a unique blend of Chinese and European aesthetics
? Porcelain House e xterior view a distinctive building with intricate porcelain decorations
? Wudadao Strolling through the Garden Expo of World Architecture.
? Tianjin Eye e xterior view an iconic Ferris wheel in Tianjin that spans the Haihe River

Breakfast

Day 5:- BEIJING – GUBEI WATER TOWN – BEIJING

? Gubei Water Town Its history can be traced back to the Ming Dynasty when the imperial court
built the Great Wall here to defend against external invasions.
? Simatai Xiaoshaojiu Distillery Distilled from p ure grains, mainly sorghum and millet, the liquor is 55
degrees alcohol by volume.
? Yongshun Dyeing Workshop Finished dyed fabrics are hung high on wooden poles, displaying
various colors and patterns.
? Yang Wudi Shrine Commemorates Yang Ye, a famous gen eral from the Song Dynasty known for
his resistance against the Liao Dynasty. The shrine tells the moving story of four generations of the
Yang family defending the northern border with loyalty to their country.
? Eight Banners Guildhall Visitors can chang e into clothing worn by members of the Eight Banners
and experience popular Qing Dynasty activities like archery and pot throwing.
? Water Town Night View A starry town at the foot of the Great Wall.
? Simatai Great Wall (Cable Car) Known for its steepness , intricacy, consistency, skillfulness, and
completeness. It is the only ancient architectural site from the Ming Dynasty that has been
preserved in its original state in China.

Breakfast

Day 6:- BEIJING

? Temple of Heaven The largest existing ancient sacrificial complex in China.
? Qianmen Dashilan A place with many historical relics such as the sites of the Guangxu Emporium,
Qianxiangyi, Ruifuxiang, Xiangyi Silk Store, Salt Industry Bank, and Traffic Bank. It is a gathering
pl ace for time honored Chinese brands, the birthplace of early Beijing commerce, the birthplace
of China's film and television industry, and a concentrated carrier of Beijing traditional culture.
? Tongrentang A famous traditional Chinese medicine company.
? Z hengyangmen The symbol of the Qing Dynasty's power and the first of Beijing's nine gates.
? Old Beijing Big Tea Bowl Show Brewing tea in large pots, serving tea in big barrels, drinking from
large bowls, with steam rising, refreshing and satisfying, feat uring Beijing's accent.

Breakfast

Day 7:- BEIJING – DEPARTURE

? National Confucius Temple Museum The highest institution established by the state during the Yuan,
Ming, and Qing dynasties.
? Confucian Temple Also known as the Temple of Confucius or Wenmiao, it is a temple dedicated to
commemorating Confucius, the great Chinese philosopher and educator.
? Old Beijing Hutong Tour Take a pedicab to experience local life in Beijing.
? Wudaoying Hutong Named after the military barracks stationed there.
? Gu ijie Street Food One of the famous food streets in Beijing and China.
? Transfer to airport for your departure flight

Breakfast

Tour Prices

HOTELS – LOCAL 4
STARS OR SIMILAR

TRAVEL PERIOD PER ADULT (SGL) PER ADULT
(TWN/TRP)

PER CHILD (3-11 YRS)
CWB / CNB

Beijing: Beijing The
Temple Of Heaven Hotel
or similar

FEB, MAR, NOV, DEC RM 6,238 RM 4,928 RM 4,928 / RM 3,808

APR, MAY, JUN, SEP,
OCT

RM 5,428 RM 4,118 RM 4,118 / RM 2,998



What's included

Destination: China
Departure Location: Beijing
Return Location: Beijing
Additional Information: Remarks: : Minimum of 4 adults private basis , v alidity till December 2024 : Peak season

surcharge applies on certain dates, to be advice : Additional surcharge for English speaking
tour guide if require : Sequence of itinerary is subject to change without prior notice : NO
shopping stops however there have exist shop on certain scenic spot : Visa free for not more
than 15 days when enter China : Final price to be advised upon the time of booking

Price includes:
● Private transfer throughout the tours
● Mandarin speaking local driver cum guide
● Tipping for local driver guide
● 6 nights’ accommodation with daily breakfast

Price does not include:
● Return international flight ticket
● Others not mentioned
● Travel insurance

Explore the world with our specially curated travel programs and arrangements. Sedunia Travel specializes in fully personalized
travel arrangements to suit each traveling style whether it is Traveling in Group with Like-Minded People with Exclusive Private
Arrangements or even Independent Adventures for those wanting to head off the beaten path and explore. Choose from one of
our tried and tested classic itineraries or reach out to us to put together a fully tailor-made experience.
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